
unclear, Upton divided this sum by 200 to get the resistance in ohms.
N-80-07-23:95–123, Lab. (TAEM 36:888–902; TAED N112:47–61).

5. Charles T. Hughes (ca. 1847–1910) later claimed that he began
working at the laboratory on 21 October 1879, the day the first success-
ful carbon-filament lamp was tried. However, his letter of introduction
from Horace Eldred is dated 25 October. At the time Hughes was work-
ing for the Commercial Telephone Co. of Albany, N.Y., and was being
considered for the position of telephone expert in South America. It is
not clear when Hughes actually began working at Menlo Park. Accord-
ing to his reminiscences he initially worked on experiments with the
electromotograph telephones and also with Patrick Kenney on the auto-
graphic telegraph. Hughes’s name does not appear in notebooks related
to those experiments and it appears that his main role was that of a buyer
obtaining materials for the laboratory. Later, because he had railroad ex-
perience Edison had him work on the electric railway experiments. He
also assisted with experiments on preserving food in a vacuum. After
leaving the laboratory he worked as an agent for the Edison Electric
Light Co. and subsequently was associated with General Electric. Eldred
to TAE, 25 Oct. 1879; Laura Hughes to TAE, 25 June 1910; both DF
(TAEM 52:216, 195:1092; TAED D7939ZAD, D1036); Hughes’s testi-
mony, TI 1:398–99 (TAEM 11:176; TAED TI1029); Hughes’s reminis-
cences, 19 June 1907, Meadowcroft (TAEM 227:125; TAED MM010C);
Jehl 1937–41, 546–47.

6. Martin Force.
7. The same night they also bet on lamp 1348 (N-80-07-23:140

[TAEM 36:911; TAED N112:70]). Wilson Howell later recalled that

Life tests of lamps were made in the old days at Menlo Park gener-
ally in groups of about 100 lamps arranged on long laboratory ta-
bles. The lamps were burned above normal temperature so as to get
quick results. These tests generally ran about twenty-four hours,
being the occasion for all night work by Mr. Edison and some of his
associates. Wagers on the life of individual lamps or upon which one
would be the next to fail afforded us mild excitement. [Howell’s
reminiscences, p. 2, Pioneers Bio.]

1966 [Menlo Park,] Aug 4th 1880
Carbonsa

On our gas furnace (which works elegantly)—we can make
an improvement by making it up of bricks moulded right
shape & binding together so as to allow a little shrinkage and
expansion.1a

I find that in our mould sometimes the large weight moves
by reason of the small weight sticking this I remedy by put-
ting a pin at X which is made moveablea

Notebook Entry:
Electric Lighting
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The sticking of the small weight is due toin some cases to
small globules of metal or other substance coming out of the
nickel at a high heata

These globules sometimes actually hold up the small weight
so that its pressure is not felt on the fibres and consequently
the ends are not flat— In such a case when the fibre shrink it
pulls the weight by jerks and when finished is corrugateda

A good way to obviate part of this is to make a mould like
this:—

A thin plate of nickel lies under the fibre and has a side
turned up— The weight lies on top of this plate with the fibre
ends in between— The sides of this plate has also confine the
body of the fibre to a smaller chamber thus making less liabil-
ity to oxidization

Chas Batchelor

X, NjWOE, Lab., N-80-06-02 (TAEM 36:414; TAED N105:17). Writ-
ten by Charles Batchelor; multiply signed and dated. aFollowed by di-
viding mark.

1. This furnace was designed in connection with a nickel mould so
that carbonization took place in an atmosphere of hydrocarbon gases to
prevent oxygen from affecting the filaments. Earlier in the year, probably
in February, laboratory chemist Otto Moses had designed a carbonizing
furnace for this purpose (it is pictured in Friedel and Israel 1986 [p.
164]). It is not clear if the Moses furnace was more generally used at the
laboratory for carbonizing filaments. The new mould and furnace were
designed by Charles Batchelor in late June and early July. According to
Charles Mott the mould was a “nickel box of size sufficient in depth to
hold 30 slotted plates, the bottom of one serving as a cover or lid for the
one beneath, each entire plate in this way requiring about 1⁄8 of an inch.
The plates are only large enough for one loop at a time and the box or
mould filled with the plates is designed to be used in a gas furnace which
will be devised expressly for the purpose.” The furnace was contracted
out and arrived at Menlo Park on 20 July. During the following week the
“gas and blast pipes and fixtures” were installed and the furnace was
tested on 29 July; the following day another of these was apparently set
up in the chemical laboratory. Edison executed a patent for this car-
bonizing apparatus on 30 July, which subsequently issued as U.S. Patent

July–September 1880 807


